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Abstract—SpeedStream is a universal distributed platform that 

can handle with massive data flows with the features of low 

coupling, high availability, low latency and high scalability. 

Focusing on the core technologies of real-time stream computing 

platform in cloud environment, this paper conducts a series of 

researches and implementation of the system. First of all, aiming 

at the availability of real-time streaming computing platform, we 

design a high availability framework based on Zookeeper. It 

ensures fault detection and recovery of process level and node level 

timely by monitoring heartbreak of each modules and strategy of 

fault migration. Secondly, in order to increase the application 

types of the platform, by means of directed cycle detection and 

iteration protection, we design a real-time streaming computing 

model that based on directed graph with sources and sinks, which 

can not only satisfy the needs of common DAG computing services, 

but also support iteration computing services including directed 

cycle, bidirectional arcs and annular arcs. In addition, the 

platform can realize personalized task scheduling strategy for 

users by establishing task allocation matrix and optimize task 

allocation model. Finally, in order to solve the many-to-many 

dynamic load-balancing between tasks, we apply scheduler with 

status and distributed session table. It overcomes the difficulty of 

maintaining consistency of session without global session table. We 

also testified the convergence of this method. The experiment 

indicates that the throughput and data processing delay of 

SpeedStream are superior to other alternatives in dealing with the 

businesses of iteration applications, high traffic fluctuation 

applications, and high demand of load-balancing applications. 

This platform provides reliable, universal, and real-time solutions 

to process massive data flows, such as to process the real-time 

trading data in e-commerce, to analyze sensing flow in internet of 

things, and monitor traffics of the Internet. 

Keywords—real-time stream processing; computing model; 

iteration computing services; task allocation matrix; dynamic load-

balancing 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The epoch of big data has walked in, which causes the 
proportion of massive stream data increased gradually. Stream 
data is a sequence of ordinal, massive, rapid and continuous data. 
In general, it can be regarded as a dynamic data set that can 
infinitely increase with the continuation of time[1]. Stream data 
has three characteristics: (1) Immediacy: the real-time data 
element of stream data requires instant response and disposition. 
(2) Randomness: system is unable to control the sequence of the 
new-arrival data element, no matter these data elements are in 
one data flows or across multiple data flows. (3) Infinity: the 
potential size of data flows may be innumerable. (4) Transient: 
once the data was processed, unless preserved specifically, 

otherwise it cannot be taken out to deal with again. Or the costs 
of retrieve the data would be expensive[2]. 

The real-time stream data processing and mining has a 
capacious prospect, for instance, the real-time delivery of 
messages in social networks, the real-time monitoring of 
network traffic, the rapid analysis of sensing flow data in internet 
of things, the real-time processing of various data flows on the 
Internet and so on[3][4]. Therefore, the modeling and handling 
of stream data has obtained extensive research. However, the 
size of stream data grows as geometrical progression, which 
presents a new challenge in the processing model and platforms 
of stream data. At the same time, the rapid development of cloud 
computing provides us with massive computing resources and 
storage capacity, as well as the common services and high 
availability. Consequently, researchers are turning their focus to 
processing stream data in cloud environment, which is meant to 
providing common and reliable processing services. 

However, traditional cloud computing platforms are usually 
batch processing platforms (such as Hadoop). The input of batch 
processing job is the pre-stored static data, and jobs with 
predictable volume would be ceased when the data processing 
finished[5][6]. Different from batch processing, the input of 
stream data processing is unremitting and fluctuant in data size. 
Therefore, it is necessary to find new solution to conduct 
streaming computing in cloud environment. 

Aurora is one of the classic representative of stream data 
processing platform in early time[7].The original intention of 
designing Aurora was to overcome the shortcoming of database 
when dealing with data stream. Moreover, Aurora firstly used 
the arrow diagram model to define data flows, which provides 
some basic data stream operation to users. Through the 
interaction of scheduler module, QoS monitoring module, and 
load shedder uninstall module, Aurora achieved the data stream 
computing. 

Borealis made some improvement on the basis of Aurora[8]. 
It proposes a technology of dynamic modifying result, which 
was beneficial for users to modify the results into the one that 
can suit their requirement. For example, it could remove the 
stream data that cannot meet the filter conditions. 

Hadoop Online is a stream processing data platform 
depending on Hadoop platform[9]. The input of Map was stored 
in cache by HOP, and then used a thread to send the contents of 
the cache to Reducer with the pipe connection for processing 
periodically. The intermediate data between modules is 
connected by pipes. Hadoop Online maintains the programming 
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interfaces and fault tolerance model of the traditional 
MapReduce framework. 

Storm is a stream computing platform that is widely used[10]. 
There are two basic components in the job that defined by Storm: 
Spout and Bolt. Spout is the source of a data stream, in which 
users can freely define the source of data stream. Bolt can handle 
multiple data streams, and continue to send the data streams to 
other Bolts after the processing is done. It can achieve many 
functions, for instance, tuples filter, stream aggregation, flows 
grouping, and the storage of results into database and so on. 

 TimeStream is a distributed stream computing platform 
developed by Microsoft[11]. It is based on Microsoft 
StreamInsight system. Through DAG computing model, it 
combines MapReduce batch processing with stream data 
processing. It provide the functions like dependency tracking, 
dynamic reconfiguration, and failure recovery and so on.  

Spark is a distributed platform developed by Berkeley AMP 
lab[12]. Spark has the advantages of Hadoop MapReduce, but 
different from MapReduce, the intermediate output from Job can 
be saved in cache, and there is no need to read HDFS. The 
principle of Spark is to divide streams into small time-slice data, 
and then use batch processing to deal with these data. 

The distributed stream processing system S4 of Yahoo! is a 
common and open source solution to process stream data[13]. 
S4 has a symmetrical structure, which make all nodes in the 
cluster are identical. The absence of control center node makes 
the framework of S4 more simplified. S4 neither provides 
dynamic load-balancing, nor resource changing during runtime. 

DStream proposes a discrete data stream model[14], in 
which the core concept is to regard a stream computing in a 
small period of time as a series of batch processings. The well-
defined consistency and the failure recovery mechanism by 
using batch processing system are the advantages of DStream 
model.  

This paper would introduce the real-time stream processing 
platform SpeedStream designed in the cloud environment. 
SpeedStream is a distributed platform to deal with massive 
stream data with characters of low coupling, high availability, 
low latency and high scalability. It has many functions, 
including dynamic libraries and executable files interface, 
dynamic job update and reconfiguration while running, dynamic 
load-balancing strategy, task migration from failure nodes, 
various task allocation strategies, and rich UI monitoring 
information. Users can get rid of negative effects like 
communication realization, cluster building, cluster 
maintenance and so on through this platform. So the attention 
can be focused on the realization of business to shorten the 
business development period and decrease development and 
maintenance costs. 

The main contributions of SpeedStream are summarize as 
follows: 1) SpeedStream develops a low coupling computing 
model based on directed graph with sources and sinks, which 
can not only satisfy the needs of common DAG computing 
services, but also support iteration computing services including 
directed cycle, bidirectional arcs and annular arc. 2) We design 
a high availability framework, which can timely detect the fault 
of process level and node level. We also design a failure 

recovery mechanism. SpeedStream can also provide alarm in UI 
for users and manual modulation interface after a failure is 
resolved, thus to make sure that any node failures won’t affect 
business operations and platform services. 3) We present a task 
schedule model based on task allocation matrix. The platform 
can realize personalized task scheduling strategy for users by 
establishing task allocation matrix and optimize task allocation 
model. 4) In order to solve the issues of many-to-many dynamic 
load-balancing between tasks, we apply scheduler with status 
technology and distributed session table. It overcomes the 
difficulty of maintaining consistency of session without global 
session table. We also testified the convergence of this method. 
It can balance the traffic and improve the utilization of resources. 

Following that, we would discuss the framework and 
functional characteristics of SpeedStream platform in detail. In 
the Section II, we will introduce the current related work. And 
in the Section III, we will introduce the functions and framework 
of SpeedStream platform. In the following part, Section IV, we 
will introduce computing model of SpeedStream, state model of 
worker, task scheduling model, dynamic load-balancing and 
design of high availability framework in detail. The Section V 
focuses on experiment. Finally, in the Section VI, this paper 
would make a comprehensive summary. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the area of stream computing in cloud environment, there 
already exist some excellent platforms. Inspired by these work, 
the SpeedStream platform we proposed has made some 
innovation and optimization. Next, we will discuss the 
difference between the previous work and our work. 

A. Programming Model 

The majority of stream processing platform is data-driven 
computing platform, whose business functions can be achieved 
by implementing the provided programming interfaces. These 
platforms adopt traditional batch processing method 
MapReduce, which is based on DAG model. In this model, users 
must use the interface specified to set inputting, outputting, 
processing logic, grouping strategies and so on. For an instance, 
the inputting of Storm platform must be a group of Tuple 
sequence, and this precondition cannot be meet by all businesses. 
Besides, DAG model requires that there cannot be a loop in the 
computational logic, which means that DAG model is not 
suitable for the iterative business. As a comparison, The Stream 
computing model proposed in our paper has two advantages: 
Firstly, SpeedStream can support not only DAG computing 
services, but also iterative and feedback services with directed 
cycle, bidirectional arc and ring arc. In a word, SpeedStream 
significantly broadening the scope of stream computing model. 
Secondly, in order to ensure that our work can support for 
complex business, SpeedStream implemented the function of 
directed cycle detection and iterative protection. In other words, 
SpeedStream can automatically extract the loop from job 
topology, and set the conditions for convergence of iterative 
calculations, to ensure that business can be successfully 
achieved. 

B. High Availability 

For large distributed cluster, a high-availability design is 
always an important part, because distributed platforms need to 



ensure cluster can still work when a node breakdown. For 
example, in order to protect the safety of tasks, Storm platform 
monitor the heartbeat of worker nodes, migrate tasks from 
failure nodes to other nodes [10].However, once Nimbus node 
breakdown, the function responsible by Nimbus will be 
unavailable, although the running job and tasks are still running 
normally. That is to say, a new job could not be submitted to the 
platform, the cluster state cannot be monitored, and the task 
cannot be reallocated when node breakdown. In this paper, we 
adopt multi master node mutual-backup approach based on 
distributed lock. In this approach, a plurality of master node with 
non-state and peer structure are compete for distribution lock, 
the master node getting the lock works. When the working 
master node fails, it will release the distribution lock, and then 
other master node which obtains the lock will running instead. 
So, as long as there is one master node exists, the entire cluster 
can work normally. In a word, this approach eliminates the 
master node dependency. 

C. Task Scheduling 

The scheduling strategy of most current platform is simple, 
only the average allocation strategy and minimum resources 
occupancy strategy. The former allocate the task to all node 
averagely; the latter occupies all computing resources of a node 
in the priority. These two simple scheduling strategies cannot 
meet the more complex business requirements, for example, as 
high-throughput business is very sensitive to network bandwidth 
usage rate, such business should ensure the traffic of each node 
relatively equal. Therefore, we designed a task scheduling model 
based on task allocation matrix, based on this model, the user 
can achieve scheduling strategies personalized to meet the 
diverse business requirements. 

D. Dynamic load balancing 

In distributed stream computing platform, there is a case that 
the upstream program cannot know the number of tasks running 
on a machine downstream when data is sent from upstream to 
downstream. Under this circumstance, the nodes which already 
running a multi-task will afford much more traffic and much 
larger delays than the nodes which runs only one task. Currently, 
Storm[10],S4[13],TimeStream[11]provide many task grouping 
strategies, these platforms even can write hashing algorithm 
automatically to solve the problem of uneven flow of packets. 
However, as the stream data is time-varying and unpredictable, 
hashing algorithm is difficult to solve the problem of dynamic 
load balancing. Moreover, once the task migrates, the hashing 
algorithm is no more suitable. This paper presents a dynamic 
load balancing algorithm, this algorithm can make loading and 
stream grouping dynamically, while ensure that the same packet 
data can be sent to the same node to process. Even the data are 
from different nodes, the algorithm can maintain packets 
consistency in load migration process. 

III. PLATFORM  ARCHITECTURE 

The physical structure of platform architecture and 
deployment is shown in Fig.1, which includes several Master 
nodes, Supervisor nodes, Zookeeper nodes and Client nodes, 
with different modules running on different physical resources, 
where: 
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Fig. 1. SpeedStream architecture 

1) Zookeeper is an open source system[15][16] which is 
widely used in distributed clusters to provide reliable distributed 
coordination services, distributed storage services, configuration 
and maintenance services, name services and so on. 
SpeedStream uses Zookeeper as a highly available state storage 
system for saving working conditions and heartbeat information 
of other modules. 

2) Supervisor running on work nodes is primarily 
responsible for monitoring Workers assigned to work nodes, 
starting/closing Workers when necessary, and listen to the 
update situation of executable programs stored on Zookeeper or 
dynamic library files. If programs update, it will then download 
the update them to the local catalogs. Working status of nodes 
and business processes running in Worker will be passed to 
corresponding Znode in Zookeeper in the form of heartbeat 
information. 

3) When Supervisor is started, several Workers will be 
started at the same time. Worker is responsible for starting, 
stopping or restarting business processes. Worker periodically 
monitor the status in Zookeeper to perform starting, stopping 
and restarting job of business processes. 

4) Business programs running in Worker is called tasks 
which is a parallelism of a business process. Programs provided 
to the platform by way of dynamic link library files or executable 
files. Executable files needs to read the downstream IP and ports 
provided by the platform to realize communication by itself. 

5) Master nodes compete distributed locks to work. Those 
master nodes getting locks execute cluster monitoring work. The 
rest master nodes continued to compete for locks. Masters with 
locks are responsible for monitoring the heartbeat information 
of all work nodes and business processes on Zookeeper. When 
heartbeat timeout, the node can be judged as failure. This will 
trigger re-allocation of tasks and task migration of failed nodes. 

6) Client program running in client nodes provides user 
interfaces for users to define jobs, set the degree of parallelisms, 
submit programs, etc. Client terminal would analyze and 
calculate the above information submitted by users to obtain an 
allocation strategy of resources and tasks, and upload tasks 
assigned to each Supervisor and Worker to the corresponding 
Znode in Zookeeper. When Supervisor and Worker are 
monitoring Zookeeper, it will download task information and 
perform these tasks. 



IV. KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

This chapter will introduce the key technologies of 
SpeedStream, which including computing model, the Worker 
state model, task scheduling model, dynamic load balancing and 
high availability design. 

A. Computing Model 

This section will introduce our computing model and 
directed circle detection methods presented in this paper. 

1) Model Definition 
The computing model based on the directed graph with 

sources and sinks can be abstracted as follows[17]. 

 Job = (V, S, D, A, W, C)  

VŹ{ v | v 葵V (Job) }  

SŹ{ v | v 葵V, and d-(v) = 0} ù汽S汽V 

DŹ{ v | v 葵V, and d+(v) = 0} ù汽D汽V 

AŹ{ a | a 葵((V-D)×(V-S)), and辞(vi葵V-D杏vj葵V-

D)  makes the directed edge (vi , vj) exist } 

WŹ{ w | w 葵W (Job)}  

CŹC=(W位V, E), E={ e | e 葵(W×V), and辞(wi葵W杏

vj葵V) makes edge (wi , vj) exist }   

Among them, V represents the set of vertex in the directed 

graph with sources and sinks, which can be seen as the process 

of stream business; S represents the set of vertex whose in-

degree is zero, which can be seen as data source; D represents 

the set of vertex whose out-degree is zero, which can be seen as 

data terminal; A represents the set of the directed curve that is 

from one vertex to another vertex, which can be seen as the 

data flow path. The rank of Job is denoted as m=|V|, and the 

adjacency matrix of the graph can be expressed as: 煩 a待待 橋 a待鱈教 狂 教a鱈待 橋 a鱈鱈晩    a辿棚 噺 峽な directed edge岫懸件┸ 懸倹岻結捲件嫌建ど others  

W represents the set of Worker which is required in the job; 
C is a bipartite graph, which represents the condition restriction 
of executable V (stream processing program) in the Worker, 
which can be seen as the mapping relations that is between 
Worker and vertex V. 

Fig. 2 is an example of the model. It includes four vertexes 

V0⅕ V1⅕ V2⅕ V3, which can be seen as four stream 

processing programs. S, data source of stream processing 
business, is V0; D, data terminal of stream processing business, 
is V3; A, the directed curve, respectively is 
(V0,V1),(V0,V2),(V1,V3) and (V2,V3); the adjacency matrix 

is頒ど な な どど ど ど など ど ど など ど ど ど番; the set of Worker applied is W0,W1,W2 and 

W3(each of which contains N Workers); The condition 
restriction of executable V (stream processing program) is as 
followed. W0 can execute the business process represented by 
V0, W1 W2 W3 can execute the business process represented 
by V1 V2 V3 in a similar fashion. 

User defines jobs by the interface, establishes the mapping 
relation between task and Worker, and distributes the program 
to the corresponding node, then Worker starts the business 

procedures and establishes the data connection of upstream and 
downstream. Data is processed by Job in the following figure. 
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Fig. 2. Example of the computing model 

2) Directed Circle Detection 
The feature of iterative feedback business on directed graph 

with sources and sinks is the existence of loops. In order to meet 
such business needs, we apply directed circle detection 
algorithm to automatically identify loops. Once a loop is 
detected, it will extract the loop and set a counter for each packet 
flowing through the loop. When a packet flows through the loop, 
the counter will be incremented by 1. Users can set the 
maximum times of iterations by themselves. Once the counter of 
a packet exceeds this limit, namely, failing to meet the 
convergence conditions within the limited times of iterations, 
the packet will be discarded. This paper uses depth-first traversal 
method to find all directed circles on the graph. Starting from the 
source point, traverse all the downstream nodes and push them 
into a stack. During the process, if one of the nodes is already in 
the stack, it means the discovery of a directed circle. If there is 
no directed circle along this path, then return to the parent node 
for recursive lookup. Algorithm pseudo-code is as follows: 

Input: source v 
Output: directed circle 
 1◇   function: findCycle(v): 
 2◇    ArrayList<Integer> trace;//trace from source 
 3◇    if  visited[v]==1 
 4◇        jqtrace.indexOf(v); 
 5◇        if j!=-1 
 6◇            hasCycleqtrue; 
 7◇            while j<trace.size() 
 8◇                output trace.get(j);//output directed graph 
 9◇                j++; 
 10◇            end while 
 11◇        end if 
 12◇    end if 
 13◇    visited[v] q1; 
 14◇    trace.add(v); 
 15◇    for i=0;i<size(nodes);i++ 
 16◇        if e[v][i]==1  
 17◇            findCycle(i);//find the next level 
 18◇        end if 
 19◇    end for 
 20◇    trace.remove(trace.size()-1);//trace back 
 21◇   end function 



B. Worker State Model 

Worker execute tasks with the following functions  :1) 
starting task function (handle_local _tasks); 2) migrating task 
function (change_ local _tasks) 3) killing task function(exit 
_local _tasks). Platform can control these tasks by these 
functions. But what really trigger these actions is the Worker’s 
state-transition of Worker state model. Worker State model are 
defined as follows: M 噺 岫P┸ Q┸ み┸ぞ┸ げ┸ ご┸ S┸ F岻⅕ げ岫p┸ q┸ ぴ岻噺 犯げ岫p┸ q┸ ぴ岻  p】q 樺 Fp】q p】q 樺 P 抜 Q 伐 F PŹworker’s state set in Zookeeper,{STAT_VOID, 

STAT_STANDBY, STAT_LIVE_ING } QŹworker’s local state set,{worker_waiting, 

worker_running} みŹevent which is initiated by the client⅕

{submit_topology, migrate_topology, re-submit_topology, 

kill_topology} 

ГŹaction which is generated by Worker⅕

{KEEP_STATUS, TASK_GONE, NEW_TASK, 

CODE_CHANGED, TASK_CHANGED} げŹactive state transition function which is triggered by 

events⅕げ◇P 抜 Q 抜 み P 抜 Q. ごŹpassive state transition function which is triggered by 

action⅕ご◇P 抜 Q 抜ГP 抜  Q. 

SŹinitial state⅕{STAT_VOID|worker_waiting} 

FŹsteady state⅕

{ STAT_VOID|worker_waiting ,STAT_LIVE_ING|worker_ru

nning} 
Worker state model is an eight-tuple model. P represents 

worker’s state set in Zookeeper. STAT_VOID indicates that 
Zookeeper has no task assigned to Worker. STAT_STANDBY 
indicates that tasks are uploaded to Zookeeper. 
STAT_LIVE_ING indicates that tasks in Zookeeper have been 
taken by Worker. Q represents worker’s local state set. 
Worker_waiting indicates that there are not tasks executing in 
Worker. Worker_running indicates that there are tasks executing 
in Worker currently. ぇ  represents the event which is initiated by 
the client, such as submit_topology, migrate_topology, re-
submit_topology and kill_topology.  ゎ represents the action 
generated by Worker, such as to keep state executing currently 
(KEEP_STATUS), to kill the tasks (TASK_GONE), to execute 
new tasks (NEW_TASK), to change the program 
(CODE_CHANGED) and task immigration 
(TASK_CHANGED). h indicates active state transition function 
which is triggered by events. Executing active state function will 
transfer the worker state.    i  indicates passive state transition 
function which is triggered by action. Executing passive state 
function will transfer the worker state. S indicates the initial state 
(STAT_VOID|worker_waiting), Zookeeper has no task 
assigned to Worker, and there are not task executing in Worker 
when platform starts. F indicates the steady state. 
STAT_VOID|worker_waiting indicates that Zookeeper has no 
task assigned to Worker, and there are not task executing in 
Worker. STAT_LIVE_ING|worker_running indicates that tasks 
in Zookeeper have been taken by Worker and executed by 

Worker. All other states are unstable intermediate state. The 
worker state model is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

After Worker starts, it will send heartbeat to relevant Znode 
of Zookeeper, while checking it’s state in Zookeeper to judge 
the next action or event. Worker can be in two steady states or 
four intermediate states. When Worker in steady states, 
indicating that Worker’s local state is synchronize with 
Worker’s state in Zookeeper. When Worker in intermediate 
states, indicating that Worker’s local state isn’t synchronize with 
Worker’s state in Zookeeper, and need to achieve a specified 
steady state. In fig. 3, steady states are those with striped 
background. Intermediate states are those with white 
background. The Worker state model is a core part of the 
platform to run business program and drive all Worker’s to work 
in the SpeedStream platform. 
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Fig. 3. Worker state transfer 

C. Task Scheduling Model 

Task scheduling is a hot spot in the cloud computing and 
distributed computing field. Task scheduling can influence the 
resource usage rate and computing efficiency of distributed 
platform. A good scheduling algorithm should comprehensively 
consider the computing load, internal memory load and traffic 
load of computing resource, thus allocating tasks to computing 
units with fewer loads as much as possible to increase the 
computing efficiency and resource usage rate. It should even 
allocate two tasks that need communication with each other to 
the same computing unit to reduce the communication traffic in 
the network[18][19]. However, in practical usage, it is not easy 
to find the scheduling algorithm that could meet above 
conditions at the same time. Besides, application programs of 
different types usually have different demand on task scheduling 
algorithms. For example, computing-intensive tasks usually 
hope that tasks could be more evenly distributed to the 
computing resources to ensure the usage rate of computing 
resources so that the nodes would not be the bottle neck due to 



lack of computing resources; furthermore, some applications 
with high throughput are very sensitive to the usage rate of 
network bandwidth. For such applications, the traffic at each 
node shall be maintained at an even level as much as possible in 
the task scheduling process. 

It is difficult to satisfy the demand from different types of 
applications at the same time. Therefore, SpeedStream designs 
a set of task scheduling model[20] and offers frequently used 
basic algorithms based on this model. Meanwhile, SpeedStream 
platform also reserves the interface of the task scheduling 
algorithm, so the scheduling model we designed could help users 
realize the scheduling algorithm meeting their own business 
demand. 

The purpose of task scheduling is to allocate m Tasks to n 
Workers for execution according to the allocation matrix. 
Therefore, the allocation algorithm could be abstracted to an 
allocation matrix which matches its own allocation algorithm. 
Use the allocation matrix to multiply the m抜1-dimension Task 
matrix and the m Tasks would be mapped to the corresponding 
n Workers. Assume that Task allocation matrix is A, then A is 
a n抜m-dimension matrix: 煩a待待 橋 a待鱈教 狂 教a樽待 橋 a樽鱈晩   a辿棚 噺 峽な task岷j峅 件嫌 欠嫌嫌件訣券結穴 建剣 worker岷i峅ど else  

Different allocation matrices could match different 
allocation strategies, such as even allocation and minimum 
resource-occupying allocation. Taking even allocation for 
example, when n<m, even allocation’s Task allocation matrix 
A is: 

頒 な な     狂 な     な な     狂 な ┼ ┼  な な     狂 な 番 

Use even allocation matrix A to multiply m抜1-dimension 
Task matrix and then the Tasks would be distributed to n 
Workers, i.e.: 

頒 な な     狂 な     な な     狂 な ┼ ┼  な な     狂 な 番 頒 task怠task態┼task鱈番  
頒task怠 髪 task樽袋怠 髪 橋task態 髪 task樽袋態 髪 橋┼task樽 髪 task態樽 髪 橋 番 

As specified above, the allocation results would be 
obtained. Task怠,Task樽袋怠, and so on, is allocated toWorker怠. Task態,Task樽袋態, and so on, is allocated to Worker態.Following 
the models and algorithms specified above, tasks would be 
allocated to Workers for execution in even distribution method. 
In addition to the basic allocation matrix provided by the 
platform, users could also set up allocation matrices and 
allocate algorithms based on their own need, enabling the users 
to flexibly realize task scheduling and allocation according to 
their demand. 

The scheduling models and allocation methods could also 
be expanded, such as attributing weight to the a辿棚  in Task 

allocation matrix A; another example is, the number of 
connection of Workers could be used for even distribution to 
make network traffic more even and more efficient. In this case, 

the adjacent matrix of the Task could be denoted as T, then A 
is a m抜m-dimension matrix: 

煩 t待待 橋 t待鱈教 狂 教t鱈待 橋 t鱈鱈晩     t辿棚 噺 犯な Task岷i峅 is Task岷j峅旺s upstreamど else  

Then the number of connections of No. k Worker is: 布 T岫x┸ y岻 髪鱈
湛退待  布 T岫x┸ y岻       a岫x┸ k岻樽

淡退待 噺 なor a岫k┸ y岻 噺 な 

Users could choose proper allocation algorithms according 
to the type of applications to make the computing, memory 
occupation and traffic load as even as possible, increasing the 
usage rate of the platform’s resources. 

D. Dynamic Load Balancing 

Balanced assigned tasks are able to run due to task 
scheduling model, in the Task level, this can guarantee the 
balance of the task allocation. However, the balanced 
distribution of traffic has a huge impact on the performance of 
the platform too. For example, in general, the traffic of a worker 
with 2N tasks is twice as much as the traffic of a worker with N 
tasks. Besides, if some nodes with the worker runs other tasks 
at the same time, we cannot control the traffics flow through 
these nodes. Load balancing is hard to reach. 

The difficulty of load balancing about many-many flow in 
distributed streaming platform is: 

1) Distributed session. A number of Tasks in upstream Bolt 

may have the same session data, these distributed data need to 

be globally alignment. So we need to have a global load 

balancing scheduler. 

2) Cannot use global session table. Because of the large 

number of nodes, the traffic is very large, if each node inquiry 

the global session table before sending data, the global session 

table is easy to overload and become the bottleneck of the 

platform. 

3) Session consistency. In the absence of a global session 

table, the consistency of the session is very difficult. 
Paper[21] based on distributed hash table (DHT) of 

hierarchical network structure design to solve load balancing 
problems. On the basis of that, SpeedStream design a 
framework of dynamic load balancing about many-many flow 
to solve the problems. 

The mechanism of our traffic load balancing is different 
from the traditional traffic load balancer. Traditional load 
balancer aggregate traffic on the device and then distribute. Our 
traffic load balancing is a scheduler which can be dynamically 
deployed together with the cloud task, and can be seen as a 
special kind of cloud task. The main idea is to prepose the 
service table to the upstream task, the connection table is set to 
the downstream task. The traffic does not pass through load 
balancing scheduler. Traffic are distributed by the service table 
on the upstream task. Load balancing scheduler is only 
responsible for migration and synchronization of service entries. 
In the synchronization period, relying on the forwarded 
between the downstream tasks to ensure consistency session. In 
particular in the following points:  



1) Using scheduler with state, the scheduler will interact 

only if the back-end downstream node’s state has been changed, 

so the scheduler with state will not be the bottleneck. Scheduler 

failure does not affect the business operation, thereby 

improving the availability of load balancing system. 

2) Using distributed session table, that means every 

downstream back-end node store its own session table. 

Scheduler query back-end nodes to check out the session’s 
state(active or passive) to decide whether the session can be 

migrated.  

3) The back-end nodes forwarding data to each other due to 

the session table to ensure the session consistency of upstream 

node’s during the synchronization phase. 
An example is shown in Fig. 4: 

1) If we found that the Task4 is overloaded, we should find 

a downstream Task which is not overloaded to share the load. 

2) Assume that Task5 is the destination node to share the 

load of Task4. Plan to migrate Mod100=41:50 data items to 

Task5. 

3) Query the connection table on Task4, there is an active 

connection(Mod47), so migrate inactive data segment of 48:50 

data items to Task5. 

4) Establish a forwarding table on Task4 to transmit the 

inconsistent data in synchronization period of the service table 

on upstream tasks.  

5) To inform all service table on upstream tasks that the 

data segment 48:50 has been migrated and the table service 

table need to update. In the process of update, all the upstream 

tasks will have a period of inconsistency. During this period, 

forwarding table on Task4 forward the data which comes from 

upstream tasks which has old service table to Task5.       This 

can ensure data consistency during period of load balancing. 

6) After all service table on upstream tasks complete 

synchronization, delete the forwarding table on Task4. 
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Fig. 4. Steps of dynamic load balancing  

E. High-available Design 

In this paper, we designed a high available framework. As 
shown in Fig. 5, all nodes in the cluster have no state, which is 

able to detect failure of process level and node level timely and 
accurately. We also apply failure recovery tactic to ensure 
security of running business in our platform. 

The main superiority of the framework is as follows: 

1) Stateless framework 

All states information of whole clusters are stored in reliable 
Zookeeper system. There are no control message between nodes. 
Nodes’ failure can’t cause the loss of states and can’t affect other 
nodes. We don’t need IP spoofing when recovering fault because 
of stateless nodes. 

2) Fault-tolerant for process level 

We can ensure security of real-time business by 
SupervisorWorkerTask monitoring mechanism.  
Supervisor can detect and restart Worker timely when Worker 
break down. Worker can also detect task’s fault timely, 
restarting and recovering tasks. 

3) Fault-tolerant for node level 

The fault of Supervisor and physical nodes can be reported 
to Zookeeper by heartbeat. Master will discover the failure 
nodes and tasks of failure nodes can be migrated to others 
timely, by monitoring the heartbeat of every node in Zookeeper. 
Masters itself adopt the way of competing distributed lock, the 
one which gets the lock can work. Which ensures the high 
availability of master node. 

4) Any node can breakdown 

It can’t affect platform’s normal work, if any node 
breakdown in our platform. Fault-tolerant rate of every module: 
a. Zookeeper node: maximum number of nodes fault is 50% of 
total nodes. b. Supervisor node: maximum number of nodes 
fault equal to the number of spare nodes. c. Master node: as long 
as there is one master node alive.  
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Fig. 5. High-availabel Design 

V. EXPERIMENT 

Experiment’s environment and deployment of cluster is 
shown in Fig. 6. The cluster contains eleven servers, three of 
them are cluster of Zookeeper, five of them are job nodes of 
Supervisor, two of them are backups of Master nodes, and one 
is client node. 
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Fig. 6. Cluster deployment 

From SpeedStream’s web monitor interface we obtain data 
to draw figures and curves in the following sections. We have 
designed and implemented a set of interfaces to monitor the 
platform’s running state. Fig. 7(a) shows us the interface of 
running states of computing nodes in the cluster. For example, 
from Fig. 7(a) we can see one node is down and another is idle. 
Fig. 7(b) tells global information including IP addresses of nodes 
and ports of workers, etc. Fig. 7(c) tells each node’s current 
workload and Fig. 7(d) shows throughput of nodes. 

  
(a) Running states of nodes (b) Global information 

  
(c) Workload of nodes  (d) Throughput of nodes 

Fig. 7. Graphic user interface of SpeedStream 

A. Resource Utilization 

Table I and Table II indicates that, under the conditions of 
no business running on the platform, Nimbus process of Storm 
platform occupy 110MB of memory resources and 0.7% CPU 
usage, Our Master process occupy only 1.6MB of memory 
resources and 0.4% CPU usage; Supervisor process of Storm 
platform occupy 194MB of memory resources and 0.2% CPU 
usage, Our Supervisor process occupy only 8.9MB of memory 
resources and 0.1% CPU usage. So, SpeedStream has better 
performance than Storm in terms of resource utilization. 

TABLE I.  RESOURCE UTILIZATION OF STORM 

Nimbus

CPU(%)

MEM(KB)

Super-

visor0

Super-

visor1

Super-

visor2

Super-

visor3

Super-

visor4

0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

120620 224020 182824 157228 215780 217924

 

TABLE II.  RESOURCE UTILIZATION OF SPEEDSTREAM 

Master

CPU(%)

MEM(KB)

Super-

visor0

Super-

visor1

Super-

visor2

Super-

visor3

Super-

visor4

0.4 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

1716 9524 8244 10035 9033 8564

 

B. Data Processing Delay 

This experiment will compare the data processing delay 
between Storm and SpeedStream with the same throughput. 
First, adjust the parallelism and packet sent interval of the 
Spout(data source) to make the two platform produce 30MB 
data per second; then, compare the data processing delay. In 
Fig.8, we can see that the data processing delay of Storm lies 
from 40ms to 50ms, and the data processing delay of 
SpeedStream lies from 20ms to 30ms. So, SpeedStream has 
better performance than Storm in terms of data processing delay. 

 

Fig. 8. Data processing delay comparison 
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Fig. 9. Job Example 

C. Computing model 

The existing stream computing model is lack of support for 
iterative and feedback stream computing business. This 
experiment processes real data flow in a production environment: 
the processing of different type of data stream. This will 
demonstrate the advantage of the computing model’s support for 
iterative and feedback stream computing business. 

As shown in Fig. 9, there are 8 vertices in the directed graph 
with sources and sinks. When data flowing through V0, 
according to the type of document, the file data is distributed to 
V1, V2 and V3. If the type of the file data is unable to be directly 
obtained, the file data will be passed to V4. V4 will check the 
file and pass it to V5 and V6 which will analyze files and return 
back the file type to V0 again. The loop iteration limit of V0-
V4-V5V6 is set to 3, which supports a maximum of three layer 
file type resolving. The files which have flown through V5 and 
V6, but still unable to be processed, will be discarded. 

Fig. 10 shows the delay with different amount of Workers, 
representing text processing (Fig.10(a)), image processing 



(Fig.10(b)), video processing (Fig.10(c)) and unknown format 
document processing (Fig.10(d)). The processing delay 
increases with the file size and complexity. The average delay of 
text processing is within 0.3 seconds, the average delay of image 
processing is within 0.6 seconds, the average delay of video 
processing is no more than 1.6 seconds, due to the presence of 
the iterative process, the processing delay of an unknown format 
document is volatile, which is 0.6-2.7 seconds. 

  
(a) delay of text processing (b) delay of image processing 

  
(c) delay of video processing (d) delay of an unknown type 

document processing 

Fig. 10. Processing Delay 

D. Scheduling and Load Balancing 

We compared our approach and algorithms built-in Storm 
and S4 and valuating indicators are load balance of nodes and 
communication traffic through switches. 
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Fig. 11. Topology structures of jobs 

We submit a job selected randomly from the three jobs every 
20 seconds. These jobs’ topology structures are illustrated in 
Fig.11. Then we record the workload of nodes and 
communication traffic through switches every 5 seconds. 
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Fig. 12. Workload standard deviation mean 
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Fig. 13. Communication traffic through switches 
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Fig. 14. Data traffic distribution 

The vertical axis in Fig.12 means workload standard 
deviation mean of nodes, formulated mathematically as follows. 

鯨 噺 なに券 布 謬盤潔喧憲沈 伐 航頂椎通匪態 髪 岫兼結兼沈 伐 航陳勅陳岻態津
沈退怠  

 航頂椎通 噺 怠津 デ 潔喧憲沈津沈退怠   

 航陳勅陳 噺 怠津 デ 兼結兼沈津沈退怠   

n is the number of nodes in the cluster and n=5 in this 
experiment. The variables た_cpu and た_mem are mean of load 
of CPU and memory of nodes in the cluster. S depicts the degree 
of load balance of all nodes. 

Curves in Fig.12 show how the standard deviation mean 
varies with time. As the number of jobs running in these 
platforms continues to grow, standard deviation mean tends to 
increase. With the same jobs running, standard deviation mean 
of SpeedStream is less than that of Storm and S4. That is, load 
balance of SpeedStream is better. 

Curves in Fig.13 show how communication traffic varies 
with time. The more jobs we submit to the cluster, the more 
communication traffic flows through switches for all three 
platforms. Most of the time, the curve representing SpeedStream 
is below the other two, which means less stream data flows 
through switches when scheduling by our presented approach. 
This is because enough consideration for the relationship of 
nodes is given when our approach performs during scheduling 
progress. That is, relevant tasks are assigned to the same node or 



adjacent nodes and traffic through switches reduces, thus 
relieving the bandwidth pressure of the cluster. 

Fig.14 shows the data traffic distribution of Bolt1 in Job1. 
Bolt0 increases data traffic every 20 seconds. With the increase 
of data traffic in Bolt0, the traffic in Bolt1 also increases. First, 
the traffic in Bolt1 is not balanced after the traffic increase. Then, 
the traffic in Bolt1 becomes balanced due to the load balancing 
strategy. This is because the scheduler will transfer the data 
traffic due to the flow fluctuation to achieve load balancing 
under the condition of maintaining consistency of session, which 
reduces the pressure of peak flow traffic. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

SpeedStream is a universal distributed platform that can 
handle with massive data flows with the features of low coupling, 
high availability, low latency and high scalability. The main 
contribution of SpeedStream are as follows: 1) Aiming at the 
availability of real-time streaming computing platform, we 
design a high availability framework basing on Zookeeper. It 
ensures timely detect and repair fault of process level and node 
level by monitoring heartbreak information of each modules and 
applying the strategy of fault migration. 2)  In order to reduce 
the excessive requirements for business model of traditional 
platform, we design a real-time streaming computing model that 
depends on directed graph with sources and sinks, which can not 
only satisfy the needs of common DAG computing service, but 
also support iteration computing services including directed 
cycle, bidirectional arcs and annular arc, and feedback flow 
computing service by directed cycle detection and iteration 
protection. 3) The platform can realize personalized task 
scheduling strategy for users by establishing task allocation 
matrix and optimize task allocation model. 4) In order to solve 
the many-to-many dynamic load-balancing between tasks, we 
adopt scheduler of status level and technology of distributed 
session table. It overcomes the difficulty of maintaining 
consistency of session without global session table, and testify 
that the convergence of this method that can balance resources 
and improve the utilization of resources. This platform provides 
reliable, universal, and quick solutions to process massive data 
flows in real time, such as to process the real-time trading data 
in e-commerce, to analyze sensing flow in internet of things, and 
monitor flow of the Internet. 
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